Stepanoff [7] showed that there exists a continuous function on R2 such that the partial derivatives exist almost everywhere but the function is nowhere differentiable. In contrast to this result, we prove in this note that the existence of partial derivatives on a dense G,6 subset will imply that the function is differentiable on a dense G,6 subset.
Introduction. It is known that if F is a real valued function on an open
subset D in Rn whose first order partial derivatives exist and are continuous, then F is differentiable on D. Stepanoff [7] showed that there exists a continuous function on R2 such that the partial derivatives exist almost everywhere but the function is nowhere differentiable. In contrast to this result, we prove in this note that the existence of partial derivatives on a dense G,6 subset will imply that the function is differentiable on a dense G,6 subset.
Throughout, we assume the scalar field is R. Let X and Y be locally convex spaces and let F be a function from an open subset D of X into Y. We say that F is Gateaux differentiable at a E D if there exists a continuous linear operator DF(a): X -* Y such that for any x E X,
DF(a)(x) = lim t (F(a + tx) -F(a))
(the limit depends on x). We call DF(a) the Gateaux differential of F at a. When the above limit exists it is called the directional derivative of F at a in the direction x and is denoted by DxF(a). The reader may refer to [9] We omit the proof of the following obvious lemma. 
F(a, x, t) = t-I(F(a + tx) -F(a)).
For each (a, x) E (A n Dk) X (H n Uk), limtO F(a, x, t) = D.F(a). A n Dk and H n Uk are dense G6 subsets of Dk and Uk, respectively. Hence (A n Dk) X (H n Uk) is a dense G6 subset of Dk X Uk and, as was pointed out in the above paragraph, Dk X Uk is a Baire space. So by Lemma 2.3 there exists a dense G6 subset E of (A n Dk) X (H n Uk) such that for each (a, x) Ei E, lim
F (a', x', t) = DxF(a). (a', x', t)-(a, x, 0), t0#O
By Lemma 2.2 there is a dense G6 subset B of A n Dk, which is therefore a dense G6 subset of Dk, such that for each a E B, Ea is a dense G6 subset of H n Uk and, consequently, a dense G6 subset of Uk. (a', t)--(a, 0), t=#0 Let E = n i2Ai. Then E is a dense G^subset of Dr.
Let a E B, x E Ea andy E X such that DYF(a) exists. Then lim t'-(F(a + t(x + y)) -F(a)) = lim t-'(F(a + tx + ty) -F(a + ty)) t--O + lim t'-(F(a + ty) -F(a)) t--
Let a E E. For each x E Rn \ {O} write x = 1j= ej, and for each i = 2, . . ., n + 1, let ai = a + Y2-5Xjej. Then for each y E Y.
